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After having overcome tremendous challenges to
save a love that transcends the boundary between
heaven and earth, Nora and Patch must face an
adversary with the power to destroy all that they
have worked for.
With 160 million copies of the Twilight Saga sold
worldwide, this addictive love story between a
teenage girl and a vampire redefined romance for a
generation. Here's the book that started it all.
Isabella Swan's move to Forks, a small, perpetually
rainy town in Washington, could have been the most
boring move she ever made. But once she meets the
mysterious and alluring Edward Cullen, Isabella's life
takes a thrilling and terrifying turn. Up until now,
Edward has managed to keep his vampire identity a
secret in the small community he lives in, but now
nobody is safe, especially Isabella, the person
Edward holds most dear. The lovers find themselves
balanced precariously on the point of a knifebetween desire and danger. Deeply romantic and
extraordinarily suspenseful, Twilightcaptures the
struggle between defying our instincts and satisfying
our desires. This is a love story with bite. "People do
not want to just read Meyer's books; they want to
climb inside them and live there."--Time "A literary
phenomenon."--The New York Times
Sister to seven brothers, Annabelle should be used
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to men, but her trust was shattered the night her
father almost killed her. Now Annabelle is a poised,
polished ice queen, whom no man has ever
touched.. Stefano Cortez can tame a wild horse
quicker than any man alive, and passion heats the
blood in his veins. Annabelle might appear
untouchable, but Stefano sees beneath the frost,
sees the real her - a woman desperate to be brought
to life again.
Hannah Wells has finally found someone who turns
her on. But while she might be confident in every
other area of her life, she's carting around a full set
of baggage when it comes to sex and seduction. If
she wants to get her crush's attention, she'll have to
step out of her comfort zone and make him take
notice...even if it means tutoring the annoying,
childish, cocky captain of the hockey team in
exchange for a pretend date. All Garrett Graham has
ever wanted is to play professional hockey after
graduation, but his plummeting GPA is threatening
everything he's worked so hard for. If helping a
sarcastic brunette make another guy jealous will help
him secure his position on the team, he's all for it.
But when one unexpected kiss leads to the wildest
sex of both their lives, it doesn't take long for Garrett
to realize that pretend isn't going to cut it. Now he
just has to convince Hannah that the man she wants
looks a lot like him.
For fans of smart romantic comedies, this is a clever
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Cinderella story with a tech twist. When Public
Corporation, a giant tech company, announces a
contest for the best app developed by a high school
student—with $200,000 in prize money—computer
whiz Audrey McCarthy is all in. Audrey's been
searching for her one ticket out of town ever since
her dad died and her best friend, perfect and popular
Blake Dawkins, turned into her worst nightmare—and
this scholarship may be it. Audrey comes up with an
idea so simple, yet so brilliant, she can't believe it
hasn't been done before: the Boyfriend App. With a
simple touch of the screen, romance blooms among
the unlikeliest couples at school—and people start to
take notice. But it's not quite enough. To beat out the
competition, Audrey will have to dig deeper—right into
a scandal that would rock Public to its core.
Launched into unexpected fame and passionately
kissed by the hottest guys in school, Audrey finds
that her invention has thrown her life into complete
chaos . . . but can it bring her true love?
Wealthy entrepreneur Nate Kenny sets out to
destroy a rival he originally had hired to seduce his
wife, an endeavor with unforeseen deadly
consequences.
The New York Times and #1 Wall Street Journal
Bestseller. From New York Times Bestselling
Author, Penelope Ward, comes a new standalone
novel. Sharing a summer house with a hot-as-hell
roommate should be a dream come true, right? Not
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when it’s Justin…the only person I’d ever loved…who
now hates me. When my grandmother died and left
me half of the house on Aquidneck Island, there was
a catch: the other half would go to the boy she
helped raise. The same boy who turned into the
teenager whose heart I broke years ago. The same
teenager who’s now a man with a hard body and a
hardass personality to match. I hadn’t seen him in
years, and now we’re living together because
neither one of us is willing to give up the house. The
worst part? He didn’t come alone. I’d soon realize
there’s a thin line between love and hate. I could
see through that smug smile. Beneath it all…the boy
is still there. So is our connection. The problem
is…now that I can’t have Justin, I’ve never wanted
him more.
Dans la ville brumeuse de Portland, Nora tente de
mener une vie ordinaire depuis la mort violente de
son père. Lors d'un cours de biologie, elle fait la
connaissance de Patch. Il est séduisant, mystérieux,
toutes les filles en sont folles, mais Nora est
perplexe. Comment Patch peut-il en savoir autant
sur son compte ? Pourquoi est-il toujours sur sa
route quand elle cherche à l'éviter ? Sans le savoir,
Nora se retrouve au beau milieu d'un combat
séculaire agitant des êtres dont elle ne soupçonnait
même pas l'existence. Et en tombant amoureuse de
Patch, elle va découvrir que la passion peut être
fatale. Premier roman de Becca Fitzpatrick, Hush,
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Hush a connu un succès immédiat, entrant dès la
première semaine sur les listes des best-sellers.
Vendue dans plus de trente pays, cette histoire
d'anges déchus est devenue un véritable
phénomène littéraire.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Ilona Andrews
launches a brand-new Hidden Legacy series, in
which one woman must place her trust in a
seductive, dangerous man who sets off an even
more dangerous desire . . . Nevada Baylor is faced
with the most challenging case of her detective
career—a suicide mission to bring in a suspect in a
volatile situation. Nevada isn't sure she has the
chops. Her quarry is a Prime, the highest rank of
magic user, who can set anyone and anything on
fire. Then she's kidnapped by Connor "Mad"
Rogan—a darkly tempting billionaire with equally
devastating powers. Torn between wanting to run
and wanting to surrender to their overwhelming
attraction, Nevada must join forces with Rogan to
stay alive. Rogan's after the same target, so he
needs Nevada. But she's getting under his skin,
making him care about someone other than himself
for a change. And, as Rogan has learned, love can
be as perilous as death, especially in the magic
world.
Warrior angels, vampire hunters, and angels gone
bad heat up this altogether sizzling paranormal
alternate universe. This anthology of novellas
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features Angels' Wolf, Angels' Judgement, Angels'
Pawn, and the never-before-published Angels'
Dance.
The romance between Tessa and Harry continues
as forces try to tear them apart. By the author of
After Ever Happy and After We Fell. Original.
The Million-Dollar Marriage is for individuals and
couples who desperately want success in every
perspective of their life, especially in their current
marriage, future marriage, and those transitioning
into a new marriage after a divorce. Divorce is due to
irreconcilable differences or lack of knowledge in one
of seven core perspectives (spiritual, social,
emotional, psychological, physical, economics, and
policies/procedures). In this book, you will learn the
step-by-step method of how to achieve the marriage
of your dreams-one that is happy, successful, and
filled with love. This begins in the book of Amos 3:3,
"Can two walk together except they be agreed?" In
this refreshing how-to guide, The Million-Dollar
Marriage gives practical and inspired education and
training on the following: - How to effectively date,
and how divorce begins in dating. - How to transition
into a courtship, where you will begin to build your
relationship in preparation for marriage. - How to
properly transition into an engagement and then into
a nuptial/wedding ceremony. (Not only will you learn
how to do this, but you will learn how to implement
this information into your marriage in order to be
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successful, happy, and fulfilled in your marriage!) For those who have suffered the trauma of divorcehow to transition into a new, loving, and fulfilling
marriage. - How we as human beings operate from
seven distinct core perspectives, and how a
marriage operates from these perspectives as well. How to incorporate mindfulness meditation,
integrating the Spirit into your relationship to obtain
capacity and fulfill the ultimate purpose of marriage,
which is to reflect God, which is love. - Destroying
the Spirit of Divorce - How to effectively choose the
right person in dating for the purpose of a happy and
successful marriage - How to incorporate
mindfulness meditation with your spirit obtaining
capacity in mindfulness for effective dating,
courtship, engagement and marriage By the end of
reading The Million-Dollar Marriage, you'll be able to
establish a firm foundation by coming into an
agreement on all things (Amos 3:3) with your
significant other so that there will be no room for
divorce. You will understand how to become love
with your significant other so you can truly reflect
God's purpose for marriage.
In this first book of a thrilling new trilogy, Cole
introduces the MacCarrickbrothers, three fierce
Scots with dangerous lives, dark desires, and a
deadlycurse. Original.
The highly anticipated sequel to the New York Times
bestselling and critically acclaimed If I Stay Picking
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up several years after the dramatic conclusion of If I
Stay, Where She Went continues the story of Adam
and Mia, from Adam's point of view. Ever since Mia's
decision to stay - but not with him - Adam's career
has been on a wonderful trajectory. His album, borne
from the anguish and pain of their breakup, has
made him a bona fide star. And Mia herself has
become a top-rate cellist, playing in some of the
finest venues in the world. When their respective
paths put them both in New York City at the same
time, the result is a single night in which the two
reunite - with wholly satisfying results. And don't
miss Gayle's newest novel, JUST ONE DAY and the
forthcoming companion, JUST ONE YEAR.
It all started with a pinky swear...Linden McGregor is
tall, rugged, and gunslinger handsome; a helicopter
pilot with a Scottish brogue and charm to spare. He's
also one of Stephanie Robson's best friends and has
fit into that box for as long as she's known
him.Beautiful, funny and an ambitious
businesswoman (with one hell of an ass), Stephanie
Robson is one of Linden McGregor's best friends
and has fit into that box for as long as he's known
her.But some relationships can't be boxed, can't be
classified, can't be tamed.Back in their mid-twenties
and tired of the competitive hit-or-miss dating scene
of San Francisco, Steph and Linden made a pact to
marry each other if neither one of them were in a
serious relationship by the time they hit thirty.It
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sounded like fun and games at the time but as the
years to thirty tick past and lovers come and go out
of their lives, the pact becomes larger than life.Sex is
inevitable. Friendships are tested. Hearts are on the
line.The pact is about to change everything.
A woman used to taking charge is about to meet a
man who'll make her lose control in this novel from
the New York Times bestselling author of On Dublin
Street. It has always been up to Johanna to care for
her family, particularly her younger brother, Cole.
With an absent father and a useless mother, she’s
been making decisions based on what’s best for
Cole for as long as she can remember. She even
determines what men to date by how much they can
provide for her brother and her, not on whatever
sparks may—or may not—fly. But with Cameron
MacCabe, the attraction is undeniable. The sexy
new bartender at work gives her butterflies every
time she looks at him. And for once, Jo is tempted to
put her needs first. Cam is just as obsessed with
getting to know Jo, but her walls are too solid to let
him get close enough to even try. Then Cam moves
into the flat below Jo’s, and their blistering
connection becomes impossible to ignore. Especially
since Cam is determined to uncover all of Jo’s
secrets...even if it means taking apart her defenses
piece by piece.
From the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
of Bully, Until You, Rival, and Falling Away comes the sizzling
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conclusion to the Fall Away series. The tables have turned.
Now I have the power—and it’s his turn to beg… Everyone
wants to be me. Maybe it’s the sway of my skirt or the way I
flip my hair, but I don’t care. Even though their attention is
the last thing I crave, I just can’t stop. I dominate the track,
the speed rattles my bones, and the wind and the crowd
screams my name. I’m her. The girl driver. The queen of the
race. And I’m surviving—something he thought I’d never do.
They all talk about him. Did you see Jared Trent on T.V?
What did you think of his last race, Tate? When is he coming
back to town, Tate? But I refuse to care too much. Because
when Jared does come home, I won’t be here. Tatum Brandt
is gone. I’m someone new.
In the first novel in the Breathless trilogy, a man is about to
have his fantasies come true with a woman who was once
forbidden fruit, and is now ripe for the picking... When Gabe
Hamilton saw Mia Crestwell walk into the ballroom for his
hotel’s grand opening, he knew he was going to hell for what
he had planned. After all, Mia is his best friend’s little sister.
Except she’s not so little anymore. And Gabe has waited a
long time to act on his desires. Gabe has starred in Mia’s
fantasies more than once. So what if he’s fourteen years
older? Mia knows he’s way out of her league, but her
attraction has only grown stronger with time. She’s an adult
now, and there’s no reason not to act on her most secret
desires. As Gabe pulls her into his provocative world, she
realizes there’s a lot she doesn’t know about him or how
exacting his demands can be. Their relationship is intense
and obsessive, but as they cross the line from secret sexual
odyssey to something deeper, their affair runs the risk of
being exposed—and vulnerable to a betrayal far more intimate
than either expected.
High school sophomore Nora has always been very cautious
in her relationships, but when Patch, who has a dark side she
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can sense, enrolls at her school, she is mysteriously and
strongly drawn to him, despite warnings from her best friend,
the school counselor, and her own instincts.
Recounts Hardin's first encounters with Tessa and their
ensuing love affair that became a vortex pulling in everyone
around them.
Get swept up in all the gritty, wild details of a roller-coaster
love story with the ultimate bad boy in the first spinoff novel
after 44 CHAPTERS ABOUT 4 MEN, the book that inspired
the hit Netflix original series SEX/LIFE. Ronald "Knight"
McKnight was the meanest, most misunderstood boy at
Peach State High School . . . perhaps on the entire planet.
Knight hated everyone, except for me, BB - the perky, quirky
punk chick with the locker next to his. I, on the other hand,
liked everybody . . . except for Knight. I was scared to death
of him, actually. All I wanted was to marry a Prince Ericlookalike Lance Hightower and have a million of his babies.
Unfortunately for me, Knight was even better at getting his
way than I was, and once he got under my skin, my life would
never be the same . . . 'Skin is a sophisticated, edgy,
authentic, five-star read, and I HIGHLY recommend it' L. J.
Shen, USA Today bestselling author
The beloved, #1 global bestseller by John Green, author of
The Anthropocene Reviewed and Turtles All the Way Down
“John Green is one of the best writers alive.” –E. Lockhart,
#1 bestselling author of We Were Liars “The greatest
romance story of this decade.? –Entertainment Weekly #1
New York Times Bestseller • #1 Wall Street Journal
Bestseller • #1 USA Today Bestseller • #1 International
Bestseller Despite the tumor-shrinking medical miracle that
has bought her a few years, Hazel has never been anything
but terminal, her final chapter inscribed upon diagnosis. But
when a gorgeous plot twist named Augustus Waters suddenly
appears at Cancer Kid Support Group, Hazel’s story is about
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to be completely rewritten. From John Green, #1 bestselling
author of The Anthropocene Reviewed and Turtles All the
Way Down, The Fault in Our Stars is insightful, bold,
irreverent, and raw. It brilliantly explores the funny, thrilling,
and tragic business of being alive and in love.
Emilia They say love and hate are the same feelings
experienced under different circumstances, and it's true. The
man who comes to me in my dreams also haunts me in my
nightmares. He is a brilliant lawyer. A skilled criminal. A
beautiful liar. A bully and a savior, a monster and a lover. Ten
years ago, he made me run away from the small town where
we lived. Now, he came for me in New York, and he isn't
leaving until he takes me with him. Vicious She is a starving
artist. Pretty and evasive like cherry blossom. Ten years ago,
she barged into my life unannounced and turned everything
upside down. She paid the price. Emilia LeBlanc is
completely off-limits, my best friend's ex-girlfriend. The
woman who knows my darkest secret, and the daughter of
the cheap Help we hired to take care of our estate. That
should deter me from chasing her, but it doesn't. So she
hates me. Big fucking deal. She better get used to me.
The second book in the breathtaking New York Times
bestselling Hush, Hush saga, soon to be a major motion
picture! Nora should have known her life wouldn’t stay
perfect for long. Despite starting a relationship with her bad
boy guardian angel, Patch, and surviving an attempt on her
life, things are not looking up. Patch is starting to pull away
and Nora can’t figure out if it’s for her best interest or if his
interest has shifted to her arch-enemy Marcie Millar. Not to
mention that Nora is haunted by images of her father and
starting to become obsessed with finding out what really
happened to him that night he left for Portland and never
came home. The farther Nora delves into the mystery of her
father’s death, the more she comes to question if her
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Nephilim blood line has something to do with it as well as why
she seems to be in danger more than the average girl when
she has a guardian angel. Since Patch isn’t answering her
questions, she has to start finding the answers on her own.
But when she finds them, will she be able to count on Patch
or are the things he’s hiding from her darker than she can
imagine?

Cursed by God, hunted by demons, desired by Cain
and Abel... All in a day's work. For Evangeline Hollis,
a long ago fling with a bad boy from the wrong side
of the tracks just became a disaster of biblical
proportions. One night with a leather-clad man of
mystery has led to a divine punishment: the Mark of
Cain. Thrust into a world where sinners are drafted
into service to kill demons, Eve's learning curve is
short. A longtime agnostic, she begrudgingly
maneuvers through a celestial bureaucracy where
she is a valuable but ill-treated pawn. She's also
become the latest point of contention in the oldest
case of sibling rivalry in history... But she'll worry
about all that later. Right now she's more concerned
with learning to kill while staying alive. And saving
the soul she'd never believed she had ... in S.J.
Day's Eve of Darkness. At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
When Tate's best friend turns his back on him and
sets out to ruin Tate's life, he decides to fight back.
From the New York Times bestselling author of the
Marked Men books comes the second installment in
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the Saints of Denver series featuring a bad girl and a
by the book attorney who could be her salvation...or
her ruin. Avett Walker and Quaid Jackson’s worlds
have no reason to collide. Ever. Quaid is a high
powered criminal attorney as slick as he is
handsome. Avett is a pink-haired troublemaker with
a bad attitude and a history of picking the wrong
men. When Avett lands in a sea of hot water
because of one terrible mistake, the only person who
can get her out of it is the insanely sexy lawyer. The
last thing on earth she wants to do is rely on the nononsense attorney who thinks of her as nothing
more than a nuisance. He literally has her fate in his
hands. Yet there is something about him that makes
her want to convince him to loosen his tie and have
a little fun…with her. Quaid never takes on clients like
the impulsive young woman with a Technicolor dye
job. She could stand to learn a hard lesson or two,
but something about her guileless hazel eyes
intrigues him. Still, he’s determined to keep their
relationship strictly business. But doing so is
becoming more impossible with each day he spends
with her. As they work side-by-side, they’ll have to
figure out a way to get along and keep their hands
off each other—because the chemistry between them
is beyond charged.
She thinks he's an arrogant playboy. He thinks she's
an uptight prude. But he's about to make her an offer
she can't refuse. Nicola Price used to have it all - a
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great career, the perfect boyfriend, an excessive
shoe collection and an apartment in one of San
Francisco's best neighborhoods. But when she gets
knocked up and her a**hat boyfriend leaves her high
and dry, Nicola's perfectly crafted world comes
tumbling down. And stays that way. Now, Nicola is
the proud single mom to a five-year old daughter and
living a giant lie. She can barely afford their ghetto
apartment and all the men she dates run when they
hear she comes with a child. She's struggling and
scared - and nowhere near where she thought she'd
be at age thirty-one. Her saving grace comes in the
form of a tall, handsome and wealthy Scotsman
Bram McGregor, the older brother of her friend
Linden. Bram understands a thing or two about
pride, so when tragic circumstances place Nicola at
rock bottom, he offers them a place to live in the
apartment complex he owns. It's pretty much the
perfect deal, so as long as she doesn't mind living
beside Bram, a man that, despite his generosity,
seems to antagonize her at every turn. But nothing in
life is free and as Nicola gets her feet back on the
ground, she discovers that the enigmatic playboy
may end up costing her more than she thought. She
might just lose her heart. Those McGregor brothers
are nothing but trouble...
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Jay Crownover, comes the second book in a
combustible new series, Welcome to the Point, that
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is sexier, darker, and better than ever. There’s a
difference between a bad boy and a boy who is bad.
. . . Welcome to the Point. In a dark and broken
kingdom, a ruler has be fearless to control the
streets and the ruthless people who run them. Race
Hartman is just bold enough, just smart enough, and
just lost enough to wear the crown. Places like The
Point will always have bad things and bad people,
but the man in control of all that badness can
minimize the devastation. Race has a plan, but can
he prevent total annihilation without destroying
himself? Brysen Carter has always seen the real
Race—a guy too pretty, too smooth, and way too
dangerous. Basking in his golden glow is very
tempting, but Brysen knows she’ll eventually get
burned. She has enough problems without the risky
danger and mayhem that comes with a guy like
Race. Too bad Brysen faces a threat close to home
that might be more dangerous than anything The
Point has ever produced.. And the only person
interested in keeping her safe is the one man she
can’t allow herself to have. Sometimes being bold is
the only way to stay alive. But can she let Race save
her life . . . if it means losing herself to him?
From New York Times Best-Selling Author K.
Bromberg comes an unforgettable series about lust,
love, redemption, and healing... Our paths should
never have crossed. Colton Donavan was arrogant,
exuded that bad boy vibe, and embodied everything
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I never wanted. And yet all it took was one night, one
hallway, and one stolen kiss for me to know I hated
him and desired him instantly. My heart was healing.
His soul was damaged. But with one bid, one little
boy, and one carnival date, I couldn’t walk away and
he wouldn’t let me in. This is our story. Our fight.
Our perfectly imperfect love.
I'm an illusionist, not a psychic. Going on TV is
supposed to advance my career, but things go
wrong. Like vampires and zombies kind of wrong.
My name is Sasha Urban, and this is how I learned
what I am.
Gia I’m the daughter of a foot soldier. The sister of a
snitch. Monsters have been part of my life for as long
as I can remember, but the morning I woke in that
cold, abandoned cabin with Dominic Benedetti
looming over me, I knew I’d met the darkest of them
all. He took me to break me. But I’m not so easy to
break. And when he saw the mark on me, everything
changed. But I’ve never believed in fairy tale
endings and happily-ever-after doesn’t belong to
people like us. Some love thrives in the light.
Dominic and I, we belong in the dark. Dominic I’m
the last-born son of the Mafia King. The one with
nothing to lose. I walked away from my family.
Turned my back on everything that should have
been mine and became what I was meant to be. A
monster. Until the day I stood over Gia cowering in
the corner of that decrepit cabin in the woods. Until I
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saw the mark they’d put on her. It was then I
understood something my father used to say. Keep
your friends close, your enemies closer. My enemies
had overplayed their hand. It was past time I
returned to the family. Past time I collected the debts
owed me. And long past time I punished those who
betrayed me.
New York Times bestseller! Get ready for another
binge-worthy romance from international bestselling
author Elle Kennedy! He’s a player in more ways
than one… College junior John Logan can get any girl
he wants. For this hockey star, life is a parade of
parties and hook-ups, but behind his killer grins and
easygoing charm, he hides growing despair about
the dead-end road he’ll be forced to walk after
graduation. A sexy encounter with freshman Grace
Ivers is just the distraction he needs, but when a
thoughtless mistake pushes her away, Logan plans
to spend his final year proving to her that he’s worth
a second chance. Now he’s going to need to up his
game… After a less than stellar freshman year, Grace
is back at Briar University, older, wiser, and so over
the arrogant hockey player she nearly handed her Vcard to. She’s not a charity case, and she’s not the
quiet butterfly she was when they first hooked up. If
Logan expects her to roll over and beg like all his
other puck bunnies, he can think again. He wants
her back? He’ll have to work for it. This time around,
she’ll be the one in the driver’s seat…and she plans
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on driving him wild. The Briar U Series of Standalone
Novels The Chase (Briar U Book 1) The Risk (Briar
U Book 2) The Play (Briar U Book 3) The OffCampus Series of Standalone Novels The Deal (OffCampus Book 1) The Mistake (Off-Campus Book 2)
The Score (Off-Campus Book 3) The Goal (OffCampus Book 4)
Includes a bonus story, 'Darkness of the wolf' (p.
[233]-288).
#1 New York Times bestselling author Colleen
Hoover’s romantic, emotion-packed debut novel
unforgettably captures all the magic and confusion of
first love, as two young people forge an unlikely
bond before discovering that fate has other plans for
them. Following the unexpected death of her father,
eighteen-year-old Layken becomes the rock for both
her mother and younger brother. She appears
resilient and tenacious, but inside, she's losing hope.
Then she meets her new neighbor Will, a handsome
twenty-one-year-old whose mere presence leaves
her flustered and whose passion for poetry slams
thrills her. Not long after a heart-stopping first date
during which each recognizes something profound
and familiar in the other, they are slammed to the
core when a shocking discovery brings their new
relationship to a sudden halt. Daily interactions
become impossibly painful as they struggle to find a
balance between the feelings that pull them together
and the forces that tear them apart. Only through the
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poetry they share are they able to speak the truth
that is in their hearts and imagine a future where
love is cause for celebration, not regret.
Zuri Primrose hasn't been on a date since her
divorce over a year ago. About to turn the big 4-0,
she's living the life of a hermit without any sex. Her
mother isn't going to let her daughter stay single for
long. She's gotten Zuri an invite to a shifter ball
where she hopes Zuri will find the man who's going
to screw her into a pretzel and give her a dozen
babies. Zuri's sure her mom didn't expect for a
shifter to up and toss her over his shoulder and run
out. Nope. Mom so did not see that coming. Savage
McKane doesn't do parties. Or people. And he
certainly doesn't do fancy clothing. But when his
friend, the town sheriff, asks him to help as security
for the event, he shows up despite his lack of desire
to be there. He didn't expect to find his mate, nor the
inability to control his animal, and run off with her.
But now that he's got her, he's not going to let her
go. His bear is demanding he keep her and Savage
is in full agreement. Zuri and Sav might be complete
opposites, but that doesn't stop the love growing
between them. Zuri is realizing powerful truths about
herself; she can't live without him. But will she stay
alive long enough to tell him? For Sav, nothing is
more important than getting his mate to realize his
love for her. He didn't run up a mountain with her on
his shoulder just to let her walk away. He will happily
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tear anyone limb from limb who tries to stop him.
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